
1 Instructions

Our dataset has three input variables: the number of chin-ups, sit-ups, and jumps. There are three labels:
weight, waist, and pulse. We will use a regression model to make predictions on our data.

In order to the access the data, we need to use the following line of code:

exercise = load_linnerud()

Now, the dataset is stored in a variable called exercise. The dataset has several variables that we can access.

• exercise.data: returns a list of our data in the form of matrices.

• exercise.target: returns the correct labels for each item in the dataset.

To create our model, we use this line of code:

model = MultiOutputRegressor()

Again, it has several functions that we can access to train our model.

• model.fit(): teaches the model to make predictions based on the inputs and labels.

• model.predict(): predicts the labels for new data points.

2 Code

2.1 Imports

These are tools that we will need access to during the rest of our program.

# import statements

from sklearn import datasets, metrics

from sklearn.multioutput import MultiOutputRegressor

from sklearn.datasets import load_linnerud

from sklearn.linear_model import Ridge, LinearRegression, SGDClassifier, Lasso

from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split

2.2 Model

This is where we will create our model and teach it how to make predictions. You will fill in the blanks.

# Load dataset to a variable

exercise = load_linnerud()

# Since we have multiple outputs, we will use a MultiOutputRegressor

model = MultiOutputRegressor(___1___)

# Split data into training and testing data

X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(___2___, ___3___, ___4___)

# Train the model on the training data

model.fit(___5___, ___6___)

# Predict the labels on the testing data

prediction = model.predict(___7___)
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1. You have different options for how to create the model. There are four potential inputs for this blank.
You will test these options, and choose one that performs best.

• MultiOutputRegressor(Ridge())

• MultiOutputRegressor(LinearRegression())

• MultiOutputRegressor(SGDClassifier())

• MultiOutputRegressor(Lasso())

2. The first parameter in train_test_split() is the input data. Which variable should we use for this?

3. The second parameter in train_test_split() is the label data.

4. The third parameter in train_test_split() is the percentage of the data that we want to use in the
testing split. Values should be between 0 and 1. Test different values and see what works best.

5. The first parameter in classifier.fit() is the training input data.

6. The second parameter in classifier.fit() is the training label data.

7. To predict the labels, we can need to use the testing label data.

2.3 Results

The following code prints the accuracy of our model and shows the difference between the actual and
predicted labels. Your goal is to minimize the model score!

print(

f"Score for {model}: "

f"{metrics.mean_squared_error(y_test, prediction)}\n"

f"Correct labels:\n{y_test}\n"

f"Predicted labels:\n{prediction}\n"

)
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